ately maintaining the negative against the affirmative of the whole
Gray's Inn Road.
Mrs Hairns certainly did smell of drink. She had done so more
or less for forty years whenever she had twopence to spare. She
had never been a nice looking woman nor a cleanly dressed one;
and the passage of the crowded motor bus over her ribs had made
surprisingly little difference in her appearance. A little more mud
ground into her garments could make them no worse than they
were; and the change from being drunk and able to shuffle home
and being drunk and incapable was not startling.
As to die bishop, there was not a scratch nor a speck of mud on
him. He had not been touched. He had been boyishly proud of
being a bishop, and had expressed his pride by holding his neck
very stiff. Consequently it broke when the carriage was stopped
suddenly by the swinging round of the tail of the bus.
Mrs Hairns was taken aback when the bus suddenly swooped
round at her. That made no difference, because no presence of
mind on her part could have saved her. It did not hurt her at all. A
single broken rib touching a lung is painful; but when an over-
whelming shock annihilates your nerves, and an overwhelming
weight makes bone dust of all your ribs, and wraps them up in a
squash with your heart and lungs, sympathy becomes ridiculous.
The game is up. The remediable has become irremediable: the
temporal, eternal. A really flexible mind accepts the situation and
thinks a great deal about it before there is time even to die. The
suddenest death is a long business compared with the lightning
work of imagining an experience of, say, a thousand years.
Mrs Hairns was squashed clean out of the Gray's Inn Road on
to the foot of a hill with a city on the top. It was rather like Or-
vieto, of which city there was a photograph in the drawing room
of the Vicar of St Pancras, who employed Mrs Hairns as a char-
woman whenever he attempted to reclaim her, and was beaten
every time by her acquired taste for methylated spirits, which en-
abled her to drink furniture polish with avidity, though you could
trust her with untold dozens of mere hock. Beyond getting the
photograph focussed on her retina occasionally whilst dusting,
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